
Fire Resistant Pad for Outdoors

1. Perfect Protection:The ember mat is primary to stop popping embers or dripping
grease from damaging surfaces or cause a fire hazard. It can effectively protect your wood
deck,floor,grass,patios and other outdoor surfaces from ashes and fire.

2. Easy to wash and dry:The fire pit mat can be easily cleaned by washing machine,
hand wash or vacuum. The material is compact enough with highly anti-wear, anti- tear,
oil-and water-resistant performance.

3. Easy To Transport:The ember mat is wide coverage 67"x60".Matched with a free
storage bag,the fire pit mat is easy to carry and store and the mat can be used in multiple
places, such as under the barbecue grill and the oven.

4. Diversity:4 wide reflective strips,make it visible at night and see clearly the distance to
heat source.10 stainless steel edge grommets allow the mat staked safely in windy days.

5. Warning Tips:Ensure the fire pit mat is Used with A Fire Pit With Legs Only.If fire pit
without legs,raise up it by bricks,pavers or iron frames to leave 8" airspace.Once the
charcoal falls into the mat, we need to remove it to prevent baking the deck or grass from
the residual heat.

Attention Please:
1. This mat is fire-proof, will NOT stop heat from transferring to sensitive surfaces like
grass or wood decks. Once the charcoal falls into the mat, you need to remove it to
prevent baking the deck or grass from the residual heat. Please make sure your fire pit
has a heat shield and/or use heat absorbing material such as bricks or pavers.
2. Place the pad underneath your fire pit or grill before usage. Ensure the fire pit or grill is
at least 8 inches above the pad or use pavers to elevate your fire pit or grill. Allow ember
to cool before folding up the pad and storing.
3. When you receive the mat, there may be some crease. It is normal. Please don't worry,
It doesn't effect its usage.
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